Exposing Their Plan

WHO:
World Economic Forum, Bill Gates, etc. (recognizing these are placeholders for higher authorities).

WHAT DO THEY WANT:
The merger of corporations and governments (fascism), to control every aspect of our lives with complete economic control.

HOW: Problem – Reaction – Solution

- **Evoke fear:** Create a narrative that COVID is a ‘novel’ virus. Use fraudulent PCR testing to announce skyrocketing ‘case’ numbers. Convince the public that COVID is unusually lethal based on inflated mortality numbers and by announcing numbers with no context.

- **Impose gradual restrictions:** Frog in boiling water. Physical distancing, face coverings, restrictions to assembly, travel, economic choice, contact tracing, forced closure of small businesses, closure of courts, parliament, churches, and population wide lockdowns.

- **Censorship:** Control the narrative. Disallow any alternative message or information regardless of the source or level of expertise.

- **Vaccination:** Impose population wide vaccination using fear and coercion. Impose restrictions for those refusing to be vaccinated. Vaccine may include nano technology to enable digital chipping allowing complete monitoring.

- **Digital economy:** Currency is transferred to digital currency. All savings and assets are controllable. Access to currency subject to social merit scoring.

- **Financial Dependency:** Create financial dependency through debt and control of access to currency. Complete reshaping of the global economy.

- **Global population control:** Reward compliance and obedience. Punish resistance and independent thinking. Interrupt food supply.

WHAT FUELS THEIR WAR?
Fear and intimidation, confusion, economic dependency, psychological dependency.

Our Right  Our Choice  Our Future